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MCKEO}/'S CONTRIBUZO}/S TO THE
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIEI\|CE

Walter Watson

Richard McKeon wrote many articles on scienceand its relationship to
philosophy. Since his articles on scienceare scattered and may be difficult to obtain, and since they have in any case received relatively little
attention, I shall here give a brief account of them and indicate what I
take to be their importance. Sincephilosophers generally have doctrines,
and among them a doctrine about science,or a philosophy of science,it
might seem that we could not do better than bring together the results
of McKeon's articles in a unified and clearly formulated philosophy of
science.Even a slight acquaintance with McKeon's philosophy, however, would suggest some doubts about this project. In the first place, it
may be questioned whether McKeon's philosophy is properly a doctrine
at all and does not rather belong with the nondoctrinal philosophies of
the skeptical and rhetorical traditions-deconstruction, for example.
And if its parts are semantics, topics, arts, and inquiry, it would seem
that the philosophy of scienceis not a separable part of McKeon's phiIosophy, in which case to construct his philosophy of sciencewould already be to depart from his philosophy. And if the philosophy of science
is supposedto be concerned with the interpretation of science,this again
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departs from McKeon's views, for he conceived philosophy as already
operative in scientific inquiries rather than as adding interpretation to
their results. Describing the changesin the circumstancesof philosophy
that had taken place while he was pursuing his semantic inquiries into
patterns of philosophical ideas and methods, McKeon says,
Philosophy had progressedin its cultivation of technical disciplines. The discipline of philosophy had become distinct
from the disciplines of the subjects that were treated in the
philosophy of history, or the philosophy of language, or the
philosophy of science. The historian of philosophy sought
objectivity by avoiding commitment to a philosophy or by
using his philosophy to identify the errors of the past; and
scientistslike Planck, Einstein, Bohr, Born, Schroedinger,and
Heisenberg recognized the importance of philosophy by constructing philosophies for themselvesas part of their scientific inquiries, while the interpretation of sciencewas distinct
from science in the philosophy of science.My studies were
not history, or philosophy, or science, as they were understood in the newly changed circumstancesof philosophy.'
McKeon's treatment of sciencediffers from the prevailing philosophies
of sciencenot only in the way it is conceived. Nearly all of his articles
on scienceadvance views that are paradoxical in the senseof being opposed to received opinion. In this field his heterodoxg not to say heresS
is particularly apparent, and his work illustrates what seemson the way
to becoming his most famous remark, "I have always been a neoteric."t
It should not be supposed,however, that to be opposed to received opinion means to be opposed to tradition, for the received opinion may be
as wrong about tradition as about anything else.For McKeon, as for the
Socratesof Plato's Apology, innovation and tradition are inseparable.
It is not so much the heterodoxy of McKeon's views concerning the
nature and content of the philosophy of sciencethat must give one pause
in attempting to present them, however, as the way he himself has presentedthem. Each of his articles stands on its own as exemplifying a distinct possibility for inquirg and nowhere are they brought together as
parts of a systematic whole. Doubtless all the articles reflect the same
fundamental convictions, but these are nowhere stated as such.
In these circumstances, if we are to stay as close as possible to
McKeon's own mode of presentation, we can best proceed by surveying
his articles in this field individually and in the order of their publication.
This will permit attention both to the continuity of his work as an ongoing inquiry sustained over a period of many years and to the distinctive approach developed in each article. Reflections on the series as a
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whole may be reserved until after the articles have been examined individually.
At the outset of his career, in "spinoza and Experimental Science"
(1928),3McKeon undertook, in opposition to the prevailing empiricism,
the unpromising task of resuscitating Benedict de Spinoza's ignored or
forgotten arguments against Robert Boyle and the experimental method
in general. McKeon examines the exchanges between Spinoza and
Boyle, through Henry Oldenburg, in detail, and shows why each side
found the other inadequate, although both were defensiblein their own
terms. It is clear from this account that Spinoza'scriticism of the experimental method is integral to McKeon's philosophy and does not belong
in a distinct philosophy of scienceand also that the philosophy of science as McKeon conceivesit must be broad enough to have a place for
the mathematical method of Spinoza, as well as for the experimental
method of Boyle. Of Spinoza's position, McKeon says,
In an age which glorified itself for having discovered the importance of observation and which had worked itself rapidly
to the belief that all the secretsof nature might be forced out
by manipulation of things, Spinoza held strictly to the requirements of rational speculation. His confidence in the
mathematical method is only a symptom of his attitude: that
all truths are so related to each other that they may be derived from a few postulates; that the method to discover the
nature of things is to proceed carefully and on adequate warrant of inference from clear and simple ideas to others implied in them; and that the ways in which things affect the
sensescan reveal nothing of their nature.'
In "The Empiricist and Experimentalist Temper in the Middle Ages: A
Prolegomenon to the Study of Mediaeval Science" (1929),'published in
a volume of essayshonoring John DeweS McKeon again challengesprevailing preconceptions by exhibiting the empiricist and experimentalist
temper of the Middle Ages. The facts and observations of the Middle
Ages, McKeon argues, fit into an elaborate system of theory and explanation which gives them an interpretative significance comparable with
that of the facts of later science. But since facts do not exist separate
from the system of thought to which they are proper, these facts are not
the facts of the modern world. Observation depends on thought no less
than thought depends on observation.
There are, McKeon says, two traditions of science in the Middle
Ages, based respectively on different types of causes-efficient causes
and formal and final causes.The one is the tradition of technologies' the
other of analogical explanation.
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In the tradition of the technologies and the crafts was perpetuated the expert knowledge of how things are made, and
in that tradition the explanations of things are, therefore, in
terms of their efficient causes.The tradition of analogical explanation from which poetry, theology, magic, and astrology
greq differed from the tradition of the technologies in that it
sought to explain the qualities of a thing by the essenceof the
thing and sought therefore to know forms, not to produce
objects. The analogies of the one tradition and the efficiencies of the other were, of course, brought together eventually, and the explanation and the magic of modern science
resulted. But the efforts of the great thinkers of the middle
ages were exerted in varying ways to prevent the confusion
of the two traditions, for it was everywhere the conviction
that things and even events could not be explained by external and efficient causes.6
The philosophical study of science in this account is inseparable from
the study of philosophy, and philosophy and scienceare joined by their
common concern with causes.
The contrast between considering things in terms of their origin and
in terms of what they are that is presented in "The Empiricist and
Experimentalist Temper in the Middle Ages" reappears in "De Anima:
Psychology and Science" (1.930).'Two conceptions of science,and the
psychologiesthat correspond to them, are distinguished. Speaking of the
prevailing psychology, McKeon says,
If scienceis formulated in the terms of psychology, it is the effect of sensation and experience ordered in the mind, or the active resolution of problems to which experience gives rise. But
if the sciencesare considered in terms of what they are, rather
than in terms of their origin, that is, as bodies of knowledge
statable in propositions ordered in certain relations, they are
not caused by the data that enters into them . . . , but by the
ordering principle by which they are arranged. The sciences
are the effects of the soul which is potenrially all things.'
The second conception of science,as bodies of knowledge ordered by
principles, requires the soul as a principle. The soul as defined by
Aristotle is a sound scientific concept, but this was not generally appreciated in 1930, even (or perhaps especially) by psychologists, and
McKeon's defense of the soul as a scientific concept is, in the audacity
with which it challenges accepted views, of a piece with his defense of
Spinozat criticism of experiment and his account of the empiricism of
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medieval thought. The use of the term "soul" in psychology is of course
supported by Sigmund Freud as well as Aristotle' although James
Strachey in Tbe Standard Edition of tbe Complete Psychological Works
of Sigmund Freud (1.953-74) everywhere translates "Seele" as "mind"
'1982 that Bruno Bettelheim
and " seelisch" as " mental. " It was not until
pointed out that this is one of a set of mistranslations that systematically distort Freud in the interests of a particular conception of science."Of
all the mistranslations," Bettelheim says, "not one has hampered our understanding of Freud's humanistic views more than the elimination of
his referencesto the soul (die Seele)."eMcKeon, however, defends the
concept of soul not for its humanistic but for its scientific value' He argues that the reflexivity by which the mind knows itself, and which leads
to the logical paradoxes, makes a scienceof the rational soul impossible.
Nevertheless,the recognition of the existenceof the soul makes possible
a theory of sciencethat treats science not in terms of its genesisfrom
data but in terms of its ordering by principles, and such a theory of science has its chief advantage over its rival in the recognition it permits of
the characteristic activity of the soul reflecting on itself.
The problem of the nature of science, in any case, is seen
most sharply revealed in the scienceof psychology itself, for
that sciencepurports to study in part at least the faculty by
which science is possible. To psychology without a soul, a
science of the soul is meaningless;science itself, save in the
senseof an ordering of data, is impossible; and true and false
become terms of unending dispute and relativity. If the place
of the soul is recognized, it is still impossible to have a science of the soul, since there are no self-evident propositions
suitable to generate a demonstrative scienceof the soul, and
the problematic propositions which experiencemight suggest
are parts of the soul, not its principles. But the recognition of
the nature of the soul will permit the statement of a theory of
science that will transcend the mere statement of data collected and ordered; it will permit considerations of truth and
falsity and the statement of first principles to be introduced
without disguise or hesitation; and it will suggest a subjectmatter in which what is possible of rational psychology may
be worked out in terms of demonstration and the dialectical
examination of arguments, rather than in terms of facility of
learning, scope, and retention.lo
It is appropriate in this context to note that in addition to his philosophic papers, McKeon also published a scientific paper in number
theory in collaboration with H. H. Goldstine: "A Generalized Pell
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Equation, I" (1940).11In this paper, the authors obtain all integral solutions of the equation x3 + 2y3 +423- 6xyz = 1
A solution is a set of three integers which, when substituted for the
variables x, y, and z in the equation, satisfy the equation. McKeon and
Goldstine show that the solutions form a seriesrhat is infinite in both directions:
(5,4,3),(19,15,12),. . .
. . . ( 1, 3, - 3) ,(1 .,-2 ,L ),(-1 ,1 ,0 ),(1 ,0 ,0 ),(1 .,1.,1.),
The relation between successivesolutions in the series,numbered z and
n + 1.,is given by the following equations:

x n + r= x n + 2 y n + zzn'
yn+r=xn + yn +2zn
Zn+I=Xn + yn +Zn
These equations, together with one known solution, such as (1,0,0), determine all other solutions. The authors show that the solutions can also
be obtained from the following equation, which gives the z-th solution
in the series, beginning from (1,0,0), which is the solution obtained
when z=0.
x + ya I zct2= ('1,+ a + a')"
where a = 2''' and n may be any integer. Positive values of n give the solutions to the right of (1,0,0) and negative values give the solutions to the left.
One can recognize in the paper a disposition to solve problems in
their general form and to give alternative formulations of their solution,
but a more specific account of the relationship between the mathematics of the paper and McKeon's philosophic views I leave to others more
able than I am to place in the context of alternative approachesto number theory. I do not find in the writing itself McKeon's characteristic
thought and style.
"Democrac5 Scientific Method, and Action" (1945)1'zchallengesthe
fashionable tendency to analogize or identify scientific method and
democratic processes.The analogy of scientific method to democratic
processesis criticized in its bearing on three distinct problems: (1) the influence of democracy on science,(2) the influence of scienceon democracS and (3) the characteristicsof the respectiveprocessesand methods
of scienceand democracy.
(1) V/ith respectto the influence of democracy on science,McKeon concludes that all the evidence bearing on the question is ambiguous, and,
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that when the proper qualifications are introduced' the question evaporates. The assertion of the dependenceof scienceon democracy would require, as a theoretical proposition, a gfeat deal more analysis and factual
inquiry than is now available for its substantiation. FortunatelS the solution of the practical questions bearing on the dependence of science on
democracy does not depend on the resolution of the theoretical problems.
'We

do ourselveslittle credit and we endanger the advantages
that democratic institutions do possess by arrogating to
democracy a blanket natural predisposition to science.The
practical problem is rather to be certain that the conditions
of our democracy are truly favorable to science' that fundamental research is in fact being encouraged and executed,
and that the immense material resources and intellectual ingenuity that are available for the advancement of scienceare
employed efficiently to that end.13

(2) \fith respect to the influence of scienceon democracy, McKeon concludes that sciencehas affected democracy by modifying political theory, social objectives,available devicesfor group action, and potentialities
and materials for social amelioration. But in each form of its influence,
sciencehas raised problems as well as solved them, and the identification of the knowledge acquired by means of sciencewith the knowledge
essentialto democracy consequently results in paralogisms. (3) Ifith respect to the characteristicsof scientific method and democratic processes, McKeon differentiates each of these in a seriesof respects'Problems
are resolved scientifically when the solutions are based on grounds that
in some senseinvolve the nature of things; problems are resolved democratically when the solutions are based on grounds that depend on the
free decisions of individuals. He concludes:
The supporting relations between scienceand democracy ate
strong, but their methods are distinct and, in the long as well
as the short run, prejudgments and prejudices can be avoided and issuescan be handled in accordance with democratic
principles only by distinguishing carefully between science
and politics.t4
"Aristotle's Conception of the Development and the Nature of Scientific
Method" (1947)* is a systematic exposition of Aristotle's conception of
scientific method as it relates to the theories of philosophers, the nature
of things, and the validation of propositions, or' briefly' as it relates to
thoughts, things, and words. In distinguishing these three problems of
method, as well as in the treatment of each, McKeon presents Aristotle
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as placing his method between the dialectical method of Plato, that assimilates things to thoughts, and the physical method of Democritus,
that reducesthoughts to things. Thus, the article, in presenting the views
of Aristotle, distinguishes three broad views of scientific method. The
philosophy of scienceis again not distinct from philosophy, and philosophy and science are joined by their concern with method. McKeon's
approach also challengesprevailing opinion by distinguishing multiple
views of scientific method and by finding formulations of the different
views in ancient philosophy. Here is McKeon's initial presentation of the
contrast of the three methods:
Aristotle makes frequent use of the contrast between the
methods of Democritus and Plato to isolate problems of
method and to indicate characteristics which he thinks the
true scientific method should possess.Both with respect to
the devices of analysis and inquiry which they employ and
with respect to the metaphysical assumptions on which they
are based, the two methods are contrary to each other, and
their advantagesand deficienciesare opposed and balanced.
The true scientific method is distinct from both and should
combine their advantages and avoid their errors.
Democritus, because of the fidelity of his arguments to his
subject matter, made a close approach to a scientific method
appropriate to particular problems; but he was unable, within the scope of his method, to find any essenceor definition
of things beyond material configuration and color or any
cause of motion other than the fact that things had been in
motion or that what happened had happened in the same
way before. He had a rudimentary conception of form, but
he wholly neglected efficient and final causes.Plato, on the
other hand, treated of essenceand definition in his dialectic,
but unfortunately his Forms were removed from sensible,
changing things and without direct effect on them, and he
was therefore unable, in the absence of an efficient case. to
account for motion and change.t'
"Aristotle and the Origins of Science in the 'West" (1949)n uses rhe
threefold distinction of methods presented in "Aristotle's Conception of
the Development and the Nature of Scientific Method" to show how the
accounts of Aristotle's contribution to scienceare influenced by the different conceptions of the history and nature of science that Aristotle
himself distinguished. Thus, since Aristotle in his scientific work is engaged in a connected series of continual experiments in the relation of
facts and theories, he "occupies a prominent and important place in the
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history of sciencewhen the history of scienceis an account of the interrelations established between the theories constructed to resolve problems and the facts they are adduced to explain. His contribution to
scienceis slight when the history of scienceis a record of either the successivestagesin the development of the atomic theory and the application of sensational empiricism or of the progressive elaboration of
devicesfor the universal application of mathematics and the imaginative
construction of mathematical models."tt
McKeon uses Aristotle to distinguish the sensein which the history
of scienceis short from the sensein which it is long, and finds a like distinction in modern versions of the history of science:
The history of science is still short in modern versions for
much the same reasons that persuaded Aristotle that it was
no older than the generation before his own work. The
scientist who is at work on a particular problem or on a specific subject can seldom find relevant data, appropriate methods, or plausible theories further back than the previous
generation. Yet as hypotheses are adjusted and the general
schemeof concepts shifts its form and coherence,vistas open
in all directions, down the history of earlier inquiries as well
as across subject matters to speculation in other fields."
At the level of the short histories, of facts and theories, Aristotle's facts
are now familiar or forgotten or false, and his theories have either been
supersededor continue as generalizations in which only the sympathetic critic will see a likeness to the subtler formulation required in application to data later made available. At the level of the long histories,
the level at which terms and ideas, distinctions and theories' recur and
are influential, the peculiar contribution of Aristotle is the integrated
system of distinctions on which his science is constructed, which laid
down basic principles and differentiations frequently employed in later
inquiry. BecauseAristotle's conception of science distinguishes and relates theories and facts, his contribution to sciencemust also be stated
at a third level, for his philosophic generalizations force on the inquirer the realization that progress in scienceis achieved not merely by the
meticulous observation and measurement of facts or by the elaboration
of theories and the application of principles, but also by the substitution of theories which interpret the facts differently and the comparison
of schemesof explanation established in ordering our various types of
experience:
It is the virtue of the Aristotelian analysis, whether applied
to the data of the sciences or to the nature of the sciences
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themselves, to identify and relate theorg which may seem
to account for everything but which accounts for nothing
precisely unless brought to specific application, and facts,
which may seem to force their proper character on the attention of the inquirer without need of theory but which are
unintelligible without insight into the reasons that govern
proposed explanations. The effect of the distinctions which
Aristotle introduced in elaborate system into the discussions of scienceand philosophy is to bring periodically to
the forefront of attention the character of the abstractions
to which we have grown accustomed in our explanations,
the peculiaritiesof their interrelations, and the possiblesystematic changes in them. In this fashion precise formulations have contributed impulse and many of the elementsto
that ferment of thought in which new systems of explanation have been suggested,often by revealing the application
of dialectic to experience or by developing the theory of empirical investigations.20
It is perhaps unnecessaryto call attention to the novelty of these views
of Aristotle's method, of his contribution to science,and of the history
of scienceitself.
Various conceptions of science and scientific method are distinguished in the articles already considered. "Spinoza and Experimental
Science" distinguishes the experimental method of Boyle from the
mathematical method of Spinoza. "The Empiricist and Experimentalist
Temper in the Middle Ages" and "De Anima: Psychology and Science"
distinguish a science of efficient causes from a science of formal and
final causes. "Democracy Scientific Method, and Action" depends on
a distinction between methods that makes literal distinctions and methods that use analogies to reduce literal distinctions. "Aristotle's Conception of the Development and the Nature of Scientific Method" and
"Aristotle and the Origins of Sciencein the West" use a threefold distinction that places Aristotle's scientific method between the dialectic of
Plato and the atomism of Democritus. These articles supply particular
exemplifications of the general point that McKeon's formulations of his
semanticschemaof possiblephilosophiesare also formulations of possible forms of science and scientific method. Long before Thomas
Kuhn's account of the multiplicity of scientific paradigms, McKeon was
distinguishing the multiple forms of science that result from different
philosophic principles. The relation of the sciences to the semantic
schema is made explicit in "Philosophy and Method" (1951)" and
"Philosophy and Action" (1.952)." At the beginning of "Philosophy
and Method," McKeon is concerned with the reason why consensu
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and cumulative increase of knowledge are possible in the sciencesbut
not in philosoPhY.
In the sciencesconsensusis possible becausethe statement of
laws and principles is tested by repeated use of the same
method in application to the same things. The increase of
knowledge is therefore cumulative in the history of science,
since principles can be held by experts, at least for a time,
and can be modified and improved to explain, order, or control the subject matters to which they are applied. The problems of scienceassumesomething of a philosophic character
whenever the development of novel methods makes new or
different facts relevant to a subiect-matter or to a problem
and whenever scientists differ on the interpretation of facts
or the validity of principles. At such points the progressive
accumulation of knowledge in the history of the sciencesis
punctuated by the abrupt formulation of new principles (or
the reassertion of abandoned principles rendered more plausible by fuller knowledge) and by the recognition of new facts
(or the rediscovery of discredited facts rendered more relevant by fuller exploration of their contexts).'3
The appeal to sciencefor the resolution of philosophic differences is inconclusive since it is involved in the same differences of method and
principles exhibited in all philosophic discussions,and philosophy becomes scientific in accordance with the criteria of different philosophies
of science.Dialectic, logistic, and inquiry, which correspond to the methods of Plato, Democritus, and Aristotle, are all presented as the method
of science." The operational method of the Sophistsis added to the other
three as a method of sciencein "Philosophy and Action,"" and thus the
four methods of the semantic schema of "Philosophic Semantics and
Philosophic Inquiry" (1.966)," dialectical' operational, logistic' and
problematic, are all methods of science'
After the 1952 formulation of the semantic matrix, with its columns
of subject matter, method, principle, and purpose, McKeon turned his
attention to the ways in which semantic differences, instead of generating fruitless controversies,could be used to further inquiry. "Process and
Function" (1953)" is sharply critical of philosophers of scienceon this
point. They have not learned from the scienceswhat they might have
learned, which is how opposed principles can be used as alternative hypothesesin inquiry, and they have not made the contribution to the sciencesthat they might have made, which is to show the consequencesof
philosophic principles and to compare them in the sequenceof problems
they treat and in the structure of possibilities they open up by their
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respective definitions of basic concepts. As a result of these shortcomings, "scientists who have turned to the philosophic analysis of basic
concepts involved in their inquiries and theories have . . . found in the
language and technical devices of philosophers reasons for expressin
intransigencein their assumptions rather than means of communication
or clarification of differences."" That scientists have done better than
philosophers at solving the philosophic problems of their disciplines is a
recurrent theme in McKeon's writings. McKeon contrasts the way differences of principle are treated in the physical scienceswith they way
they are treated in philosophy:
Progressin the physical sciencesduring the last fifty years has
resulted from a clash of principles, but what has been discovered and expressedin terms of one set of principles has
been assimilated to consequencesthat follow from the opposed principles and has been expressedin their terms, and
inquiry has continued in the variety of directions that conflict. . . . Yet in spite of the happy result of the clash of principles in the scientific inquiries and ingenuity which they
have stimulated, the philosophic discussion of opposed principles has proceeded on a double assumption, a metaphysical
assumption that there must be one uniquely adequate and
true set of principles to be expounded in "the philosophy of
physics" and a semantic assumption that the same word
refers to the same object when it is used as a basic concept
and therefore when it occurs, differently defined in the context of different systems,one at least of the opposed theories
must be incorrect and false.tt
Basic concepts are for McKeon the meeting point of scientific and philosophic problems, and the philosophic discussionof basic concepts is the
complement of their scientific use. "Process and Function" in its discussion of "process" and "function" presentstwo components of the philosophic discussion of science:it illustrates on the one hand the effect of
scientific precisions on the differentiation of philosophic principles, and
on the other the bearing of philosophic principles and distinctions on scientific problems. The first part of "Process and Function" shows how
philosophic concepts might be rendered more precise if they are conceived as hypothesesand stated in terms of the inquiries that would follow from adopting them. The article begins with a comparison of the
philosophic principles of Alfred North rff/hiteheadand John Dewey and
notes that in the sciencessuch principles operate in the selection of aspects of problems or of data and in the determination of programs of inquiry. The treatment of processesand functions in the sciencesmay,
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consequently, suggest means by which the related philosophic conceptions of processand function can be fruitfully compared. The first part of
the article proceeds to analyze four.scientific interpretations of process
that are elaborated in terms of conceptsthat expressopposed philosophical assumptions: Sfhitehead's "process," Albert Einstein's "invariance,"
Bohr's "complementarity," and Percy Bridgman's "operations. "
The second part of "Process and Function" shows how philosophic
examination of scientific principles can be given more content if the alternative hypotheses attached to alternative meanings of basic concepts
are set in relation to each other-not as ultimates among which the
philosopher must choose his truth, but as complementary emphases
which contribute to the advance and scope of knowledge. It begins with
a comparison between alternative hypotheses in science that ate attached to alternative meanings of "process" and "function." Paul'Weiss
distinguishes between processeswhich are functional and those which
are not, while Edwin Schroedingerusesphysical processesto account for
organic functions. The differences between process and function can be
seen most fully, however, when they are used not only as principles for
opposed hypothesesin scientific inquiry but also as grounds for opposed
philosophies. McKeon returns to the philosophies of Whitehead and
Dewey to develop the distinction between process and function' which
is seen as the vanishing point in modern discussion of the ancient distinction between Being and substance.
McKeon's cycle of "general selections," in accordance with which
successivehistorical periods seekprinciples in things, in thoughts, and in
words and actions, provides a device for relating the scientific inquiries
of different periods in two ways. One way is to seek the analogues of
terms that are prominent in one phase of the cycle in another phase of
the cycle, as processand function in the present pragmatic and semantic
period are analogous to Being and substancein a metaphysical period.
The other is to seek similarities among different periods that belong to
the same phase of the cycle. This is illustrated in "Medicine and
Philosophy in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries: The Problem of
Elements" fl.961.\! The treatment of elements in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries is examined in detail, but other periods in the same
phase of the cycle exhibit similar patterns of opposed theories and end
in a similar transition to new problems. In semantic and pragmatic periods such as our own, elements are principles, whereas in the succeeding metaphysical periods, causesare principles.
Aristotle taught us that the Ionian and Italian philosophers
used the "elements" as principles in their philosophies in
"lisping anticipations" of his own use of "causes" as principles. . . . The theories of elementspropounded in the medical
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may note here the recent publication in book form of the transcript of McKeon's 1963 Ideas and Methods course, "Concepts and
Methods: The Natural Sciences."33The course aims to apply McKeon's
semantic schema to the concepts of motion, space, time, and cause as
these appear in the works of Plato, Aristotle, Galileo Galilei, Sir Isaac
Newton, James Clark Maxwell, and Einstein. The book includes transcriptions of both lectures and class discussions and thus serves to acquaint the reader with McKeon's teaching methods as well as with his
analysis of scientific concepts. The contrast between the freer sryle of
McKeon's introductory lectures to students and the carefully composed
articles written for publication is striking. The lectures focus explicitly
on his own schemata of interpretation and in their scope and sugges
tiveness recall Whitehead's recommendations for the stage of romance,3
whereas the articles subordinate the schemata to the restricted problems
they are attempting to solve.
"Hegel's Conception of Matter" (1963)3'illustrates the use of the semantic schema not only to differentiate possible meanings of a term such
as "matter" but also to help evaluate the different possibilities by structuring questions about their consequences.McKeon, in familiar fashion,
distinguishes four conceptions of matter: Aristotelian matter as potentialiry Democritean matter as actuality and being, Protagorean matter
as flux, and the matter of the Platonic tradition as negation and non
being. He then goes on to ask what difference it makes that matter is

are
conceivedin one way or another by asking what the consequences
with respectto philosophical systems,with respectto methodsof investigation and proof in philosophy and science,and with respectto the interpretation of physical laws.
centerson
"spinoza on the Rainbow and on Probability" (1'9651'6
two scientificpapersattributed to Spinoza,"Algebraic Calculationof
rhe Rainbow, a Contribution to the Closer Connection of Physicsand
Mathematics"and "Calculationof Chances."The two works, McKeon
argues,have a significant bearing on three interrelated problems: they
presentincidentsfrom important stagesin the history of modern mathematics;they permit a concretereconstructionof the work and communication of a group of Dutch mathematicianswith whom Spinozawas
acquainted,including in particular Christian Huygens,John Hudde, and
John de'Witt; and they provide explicit remindersconcerningconceptions of the methodsof mathematicsand the relation of mathematicsto
other disciplinesthat were widespreadin the seventeenthcentury but are
often ignored in interpretationsof Spinoza'sapplication of the geometric method to ethics.McKeon proceedsto treat all three problemsin full
historical detail, so that the article becomesan exampleof the history of
scienceat its most concrete.With respectto the third problem, McKeon
notes that the two works in questionconceivethe geometricmethod as
a method of both discovery and proof and that the meaning of the
method of discoveryis further elucidatedby the combination of the term
"operation" (Wirkung) with "proof." McKeon's examination of the
contents of the two works has the incidental result of supporting their
attribution to Spinoza:"attention to the contentsof the works increases rather than diminishes the probability that Spinoza was their author.""
humanisticdis"Philosophyas a Humanism" (1965)" distinguishes
cussion of problems from nonhumanistic controversy about facts and
thus continuesthe exposition of constructiveways of using philosophic
oppositions.As one illustration of the humanisticdiscussionof prob'Wolfgang
Pauli,
lems, McKeon uses the discussionbetween Einstein,
Max Born, Bohr, and others, on the foundations of quantum mechanics
"Scientistshave
as presentedin Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist.3e
on the whole," McKeon says,"usedphilosophymore wisely and effectively in testing and applying hypothesesthan the postulatesand rules
which philosophershave built into their philosophiesof sciencewould
have permitted."a.The discussionbetweenEinsteinand others is one of
three examplesof humanistic discussionsthat McKeon usesto suggest
methodswhich might be usedto developa new humanisticform of phiof our times.
losophyadaptedto the problemsand achievements
McKeon has no philosophy of scienceas distinct from philosophy,
but, in "Philosophy and the Developmentof Scientific Methods"
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works of the eleventh century and the cosmologies of the
twelfth century likewise provide the principles of the relevant
sciences and prepare for the more diversified treatment, in
the thirteenth century, ofprinciples and sciencesdevised from
the interpretation of Aristotle's works.31
The transition from the Renaissance to the seventeenth
century is similar in what happened to the treatment of elements to the transition from the twelfth to the thirteenth century: more was known and the data were richer, but the
opposed theories followed a similar pattern, and the discussion of elements again yielded to the discussion of laws and
principles of motion-the
issue in the seventeenth century
was not primarily between Descartes'vortices, Leibniz' monads, and Newtont atoms but between their conceptions of
mass and motion and their elaborations and applications of
laws of motion. The Newtonian principles were used to organize a system of the world and a system of physical science
in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but in the
rwentieth century our attention has turned again to elements
and particles.3'
'V/e
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(1,966)41he proposes a philosophy of method. This proposal unites
McKeon's continuing concern with scientific methods with his continuing concern to supplement controversy by inquiry. A philosophy of
method, according to McKeon, is to be distinguished from controversies
about method. Controversies about method

The article itself initiates the philosophy of method by surveying the accounts of method from the first uses of the word up to the present time.
A glance at theories of method may serve, McKeon says, to differentiate
methods of analysis and synthesis, discovery and proof, induction and
deduction.
Of the articles we have discussed, those prior to "Process and
Function" (1953) primarily are concerned to develop a semanticsof science and philosophy, that is, a schema differentiating the various approaches to science and philosophy. The later articles, on the other
hand, are more concerned to use this plurality of approaches to further
scientific and philosophic inquiry. "Process and Function" argues that
the different meanings attached to "process" and "function" express
fundamental assumptions which may be stated as opposed hypotheses
leading to lines of inquiry rather than as opposed doctrines evolved in
endless and fruitless dispute. "Hegel's Conception of Matter" seeks not
merely to distinguish Hegel's theory of matter from other theories of
matter, but to examine its consequencesfor systems of philosophy methods of philosophy and science, and interpretations of scientific law.
"Spinoza on the Rainbow and on Probability" shows different methods

functioning in the history of science. "Philosophy as a Humanism" distinguishes controversy about facts from discussion of problems.
"Philosophy and the Development of Scientific Methods" distinguishes
controversies about method from a philosophy of method.
"scientific and Philosophic Revolutions" (1967)* continues this series by using the fact-problem distinction of "Philosophy as a
Humanism" to contrast two modes of tracing the relation between science and philosophy: "The first is an account of the accomplishments of
scientists and of the statements of philosophers as 'facts,' and the second
is an account of the 'problems' treated by scientistsand philosophers.""
The difference between the two accounts reflects different conceptions
of the relation between philosophy and science which extend back beyond the beginnings of modern science to problems of the relation of
philosophy to scientia and to episteme: from the beginnings of philosophy some philosophers have conceived their task as the application of
the methods of "science" to philosophic problems, and other philosophers have conceived their task as the refinement of the methods of
knowing and philosophy as a culmination of the "sciences." The history of philosophy tends to be presented as a history of doctrines taken as
facts, whereas the history of science tends to be presented as a history of
problems investigated in inquiry. The result is a specious contrast between the history of philosophy and the history of science: "The difference between the history of science and the history of philosophg as
they tend to be presented, is due less to a difference between science and
philosophy in fact than to a tendency to subordinate oppositions of doctrine to discussion of problems in the one history and to subordinate
statement of problems to doctrines and their oppositions in the other."o'
In "scientific and Philosophic Revolutions," McKeon shows how, if
the histories of both science and philosophy are treated as histories of
problems investigated rather than as histories of accomplishments as
facts, the two histories can be stated in terms of the same issues and
problems. The period he chooses to investigate is the hundred years
prior to the writing of the article, 1,865-1,965.This period includes the
scientific and philosophic revolutions of the early twentieth century, and
McKeon exhibits both as aspectsof a single revolution. The history of
science prior to the revolution is a history in which the universal mechanics stemming from Newton and the universal mathematics stemming from Ren6 Descartes provided methods to explain particular
phenomena and to establish universal laws. The corresponding history
of philosophy is a history in which the experiential tradition of J. H.
Mill and'William'Whewell and the ontic tradition of William Hamilton
and Auguste Comte both seek to determine the methods and structure
of science. Corresponding paradoxes were encountered in both science
and philosophy which led to the revolution of the early twentieth
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employ a semantics of method to discover that words like
"analysis" and "synthesisr" "discovery" and'proofr"
"induction" and "deduction" have many meanings, and which
move from that discovery to prove either that no problem of
method is involved because the meanings do not refer to the
same situation or issue,or that, if there is an opposition, one
of the opposed sets of meanings does not apply to discovery
and proof in science or is intrinsically meaningless or absurd.42
A philosophy of method, on the other hand, is needed
to examine the many varieties of analyses and syntheses that
have been used; to explore the kinds of discovery that are analytic and the kinds of discovery that are synthetic; to restate
the kinds of induction that are methods of discovery and the
kinds that are not, that is, the kinds of discovery that cannot
be reduced to method and the kinds that can be.'3
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century. This revolution was from centering philosophic discussion of
scienceon scientific method and order to centering it on scientific interpr et at ionand e x p l a n a ri o n .
The paradoxes of the late nineteenth-century controversy
and discussion, inquiry and proof, had led to a change in the
terms which formed the matrix of semantics and of inquiry.
The nineteenth-century matrix had related the differentiation
of method and science to the differentiation of phenomena
and thought. The inductive method became dominant in the
experiential tradition, and the synthetic method in the ontic
tradition; the function of method in both traditions was to
relate phenomena to principles. The paradoxes encountered
in that enterprise suggestedthe reorientation of methodological inquiry to the facts of existence and experience rather
than to the principles of systems. The matrix of semantics
and of inquiry shifted from method and scientific system to
interpretation and scientific statement, and from phenomena
and thought to action and language.o'
Of the various elements in McKeon's semantic schema, it is the general selection of categories that provides the basis for intellectual revolutions, for the general selection is the only semantic element that is
characteristic of the whole philosophic communication of a period.
"Medicine and Philosophy in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries: The
Problem of Elements" traces the revolution from a semantic and pragmatic period to a metaphysical period, and "Scientific and Philosophic
Revolutions" traces the revolution from an epistemological period to a
semantic and pragmatic period.
"Philosophic Problems in \World Order" (1968),0' reprinted as
"'World Order in Evolution and Revolution in Arts, Associations,and
Sciences" (1971),4' examines the present as a time in which all assumptions are questioned and all things are investigated at once. In
such a time, no framework remains within which to pose the resulting
issuesexcept world order. The article presents the encounters of sciences,communities, and arts with world order. In the sciences,the issues of the seventeenth century were stated in terms of fixed
contrarieties:
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The encounter of the scienceswith world order has led not only to the
alteration of concepts of world order but also to reconsideration of what
constitutes a fact or a theory and their relationship to each other, for
when the opposed theories are extended to the whole of the world order
and attention is focussed now on one aspect of processes,now on another, it is equally the case that neither theory is true and that both are
true. The dissolution of assumption has altered the fixity of facts and the
necessityof theories and has adjusted the relation of fact and theory in
paradoxical truths which have displaced self-evidenttruths and self-coniradictory antinomies. Physics and technology have provided a model
for deal i n gwit h t he new sit uat ion:
Physicsand technology have provided a model in the twentieth century for the discovery and treatment of issuesof world
order. It is a model, in the first place' for responseto the need
to abandon the fixed contrarieties of earlier theory. Physical
theory has embraced paradoxes and made them principles.
This has meant the abandonment of the absolutesof past theory-the Newtonian absolutes, of space' time, motion, and
force-but it has also meant the preservation of the basic relations established by the Newtonian physics in a more diversified context of fact and formula' It is a model, in the
second place, for use of the horns of a paradox to form alternative hypotheses which lead in their interplay to further
progress. For decadesthe quantum physicists who base their
theory on the conviction that the principle of indeterminacy
is an irreducible fact of nature and those who base their theory on the conviction that the establishmentof a general field
equation will remove indeterminacy have each made contributions to quantum mechanics, have assimilated the knowledge acquired under opposed theories, and have moved on
together to new problems's'

The issuesof the seventeenthcentury were stated absolutely
as oppositions between theories-between Cartesian and
Newtonian laws of motion, between momentum and force,
between vortices and absolute space) between particles and
waves of light. One or the other theory must be eliminated.so

"Time and Temporality" (1974)" is an illustration of how the rhetorical device of the topic or commonplace can facilitate the productive interaction of opposed views. Commonplaces, McKeon tells us,
are devices which the ancients used to discover arguments and relations among ideas and arguments. The vast Iiterature on a concept
such as time can be condensed into a pattern of topics or commonplaces.The commonplace of commonplacesis here "time and temporality," and this, McKeon says, is a formula to designatetime in its
circumstances,substantiveand cognitive. It may be used as a device by
which to develop and examine the variety of circumstances in which
time acquires its variety of meanings in the context of a variety of
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problems, philosophical in nature but with consequences detectable
and traceable in history, science,art, and social and cultural structures.
McKeon contrasts the presentation of what has been said about time
as a pattern of commonplaces with its presentation as an account of
statements alleged to be true:
If these variations in the meanings and instances of time were
presented as an account of doctrines or of statementsalleged
to be true, they would each be in contradictory and incompatible oppositions to the others. Since they have been presented as a pattern of commonplace possibilities for analysis,
inquiry and application, they stand instead in the relation of
alternatives which focus on different aspects of time brought
to the attention by different temporalities from which time
takes its meanings.s3
Commonplaces are, McKeon says, "devices by which comparative philosophy may uncover, in its inquiries and analyses,not rigid structures
of dead, past philosophies or of opaque alien philosophies, but living relations that animate past and unfamiliar inquiries and controversiesand
that are still relevant and operative in contemporary problems oriented
to the emergence of new conceptions of time in the formulation and testing of new solutions to new problems."
McKeon's work on science runs through all the basic arts of his phi'We
have seen an
losophy of culture: semantics, inquiry topics, and arts.
increasingly articulated semantics of science,diverse inquiries in and about
science and its history and a pattern of topics or commonplaces relating
to time and temporality. "The Organizations of the Sciences and the
Relations of Cultures in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries" (1975)ia
relates the development of science to structures of the arts. It presents
McKeon's answer to the question currently addressed as the question of
why modern sciencearose in the Western Christian tradition but not in the
Chinese or Arabic traditions. McKeon's answer is that modern scienc
arose precisely out of the impact of the Arabic tradition on the 'Wester
Christian tradition. He finds the beginnings of modern sciencein the meeting of two different cultural structures, the Arabic encyclopaedia of sciences and principles and the Latin Christian encyclopaedia of the liberal
arts of words and things. The Latin arts of formulating disciplines were
turned to structuring the sciencesand methods introduced through contact with the Arabic tradition, and the result was a multiplicity of ways of
seeking principles in new disciplines and new sciences.
The consideration of cultures in terms of the structure or encyclopaedia of organizations of sciences suggests answers to
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two puzzling questionsabout the contactsof cultures in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries:NThydid the other'Western
traditions basedon Greek culture learn about Greek science
only from the Arabic tradition? and Why did the -introduction of that knowledgeinto the Latin Christian tradition prepare
the foundations for modern science?The Latin
-Christian
encyclopaediawas an organizationof arts and disciplines,which had tendedto lay emphasison the formulation of thosedisciplines,the arts of words and in particular
the arts of logic and rhetoric,the arts of statementand proof,
and of invention and judgment. The structure of the arts of
things was implicit, however,in the arts of words, and the introduction of sciencesof things and methodsof inquiry into
the nature and operationsof things made explicit the interrelations of that methodologicalstructure. The multiplicity of
logics made it possibleto seekthe principles of motion and
the laws of motion not only by induction from observedmoof dialecticconcerningmodons, but by the commonplaces
tion, from the paradoxesof motion consideredas a sophism,
by
of motion suggested
and perspectives
from the specificities
rhetorical invention, from the numbersand proportions of
calculation.Moreover, as the quadrivium becamethe subject
of attention as secondphilosophythe double characterof the
quadrivium, as a homonym, a6 arts of mathematicsand arts
of things, laid the foundations for the two roads to the universalmathematicsof Descartesand the universalmechanics
of Newton. In a culture of disciplinescontact with facts and
sciencesyields, when the tradition of disciplinesis strong,new disciplinesand new facts uncoveredby the disciplinesof
new sciences."
A final paper,"Philosophy and TheologS History and Sciencein the
provides an
Thought of Bbtt"u.tttura and Thomas Aquinas" (1'975),s6
appropriateconclusionto the serieswe have beenexamining.It presents
ill,6tt"tes the paradoxthat Bonaventuraand Aquinas,working be"nd
fore the developmentof modernhistoryand science,providea modelfor
the pluralistichistoricaland scientificinquiriesof the future. The paper
to the different theologiesof Bonaventuraand Aquinas the dis"ppii.r
tinition used in "Time and Temporaliry" betweenpresentingdifferent
views on a subjectas alternativepossibilitiesfor inquiry and presenting
them as doctrines or statementsallegedto be true and thus as incompatible with one another.Here, however,both sidesof the distinction are
ireated in terms of commonplaces.Commonplacesof inquiry or discovery can be used to relate different approachesto common problems,
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while commonplaces of exposition or restatement can be used to place
different conclusions in controversial opposirion to one another.
McKeon in this article uses commonplaces of inquiry as instruments of
discovery and exploration to put in question commonplaces used as
repositories of what everybody knows. Instead of distinguishing times of
theology without science from times of science freed from theolog5
McKeon distinguishes two formulations of the science of theology: the
affective science of Bonaventura in which cognition, action, and passion
are inseparably joined, and the demonstrative science of Aquinas in
which a subject matter is ordered by its proper principles and methods.
McKeon proceeds to show how the differences between the affective and
the demonstrative formulations of science extended beyond the science
of theology and had fruitful as well as stultifying influences, as commonplaces of inquiry and commonplaces of exposition, in the interpretation of philosophers as well as saints, in the formulation of problems
in other sciences as well as in theologS and in the systematic organiza'With
tion of the sciences.
respect to the second of these points, the influence of the differences between the two formulations on problems in
sciences other than theology, McKeon says,
The differences between the affective and the demonstrative
formulations of science functioned in fruitful interaction and
controversial opposition at the beginning of modern science.
The use of the commonplace of inquiry concerning scientific
problems and scientific methods in recent research has lessened the credibility of the broadly accepted commonplace
that modern science had its beginnings in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The Commentaries on the Sentencesof
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries contain earlier discussions of motion, time, and space which prepared commonplaces for the inquiries of Galileo and Newton.s7
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might learn from them to use the past as a commonplace of
inquiry and to ask not whether what they said about the sentences of Greek philosophers or Biblical interpreters is true or
false but whether it suggestsnew ideas about the philosophy
of Aristotle or Plato and about the problems of philosophy.
'We
state our problems of philosophy and theology and
our problems of philosophy and science more nearly in the
manner of the twelfth century than that of the thirteenth century. We have our book of sentences' and education consists
in inculcating the truths established by the authorities in their
fields. The authorities tend to be scientists rather than theologians, and theologians enter their sentences in our book
by certifying them as scientific. We have not created a commonplace in which to treat those problems and to identify
them as problems. Discussion of a problem tends therefore to
be a joining of statements about different things. Theology is
not architectonic but rather an imitation of a vatiety of sciences. Scientists develop their own philosophies to structure
their scientific inquiries, and philosophers imitate scientific
'We
might
methods and construct philosophies of science.
learn from Bonaventura and Aquinas how to usg commonplaces to focus on the same problem and move from the battles of schools to common inquiry from different points of
view. We would then celebrate their seven hundredth anniversary not by searching for something that they said
which is true but by learning to recognize the insights which
led them along fruitful lines of inquiry in which we might
begin again to engage.'8

are fenced in by commonplaces of history which state the
'V/e
truths about the past.
destroy alternative interpretations
as false and repair accepted interpretations in the light of evidence. Inquiry into problems of the past has little or no relevance to present problems. Bonaventura and Aquinas
interpreted past occurrences and past thoughts in terms of
.We
their own problems.
dismiss their historical statements
with the commonplace that they had no senseof history. We

In these terms it is evident that McKeon's effort, not only in this article
but in the philosophy of sciencein general, is to use commonplaces of
inquiry to call in question commonplaces of exposition.
Let us now return to the problems raised at the outset and ask what
general results emerge from this survey of McKeon's contributions to the
philosophy of science.One of the most striking features of his work in
this field, as elsewhere,is his continual opposition to the views of most
of his contemporaries, to the accepted commonplaces of his time. This
opposition is not attributable merely to McKeon's personal contentiousness, but involves his acdte awarenessof a whole domain that was perceived only dimly, if at all, by most of his contemporaries. Like the
prisoners in Plato's cave, we take the commonplaces of our time for
truths and suppose that what we are not aware of does not exist.
'lfhat
McKeon was aware of, and most of his contemporaries were
not, is first of all the role of philosophic principles in all that we say and
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McKeon concludes that we can learn from Bonaventura and Aquinas
how to use, in both history and science, commonplaces of inquiry that
put in question our commonplaces of exposition:
'We
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do, including science.Few if any philosophers have exhibited such
continual awarenessof the relativity of statementsand actionsto philosophic principles.'Wefail to notice this relativity becausewe taki our
principles as given and dismissalternativeprir-rciplesas evidently unsatisfactory. One consequenceof the relativity of scienceto philosophic
principlesis that the philosophicaldiscussionof sciencecannotlimit itself to the interpretationof science,for philosophicalprinciplesare always operativewithin science.Another is that the philosophy of scienc
is not separatefrom philosophy,for the philosophicprinciplesoperativ
in scienceare not of somespecialkind but are universalin their import.
The generalizationsthat emergefrom McKeon's writings on science,for
example,which we are here seekingto formulate, apply not to scienc
only, but to all subjects.
Closelyrelatedto this awareness
of the role of philosophicprinciple
in all that we say and do is an awarenessthat there are many different
setsof philosophicprinciplesthat determinemany possiblephilosophies
In science,as elsewhere,McKeon finds multiple possibilities arising
from the multiplicity of possiblephilosophic principles.He is concerne
in semanticsto sort out thesepossibilitiesand inquiry to usethem productively.Many of McKeon's earlier articlesarticulatedthe semanticdifferencesof philosophiesand scientific approaches,while many of the
articles written after the formulation of the 1952 semantic schem
avoided setting philosophical or scientific approachesin controversia
opposition to one another and suggestedways in which the plurality of
approachescan play a constructiverole in inquiry. What is distinctive
about the sciences,accordingto McKeon, is not that they do or do not
exhibit a plurality of approaches,but that they make better use of this
plurality than other disciplines,particularly philosophy.In rhe contemporary situation, the sciencesrather than philosophy provide the best
modelsof pluralisticinquiry.
McKeon's awarenessof the role of philosophic principlesin science
and of the plurality of such principles,leadsto an awarenessof the enduring significanceand value of works that belong to rhe long rather
than to the short history of science.Aristotle and the Medieval philosophers and Spinozabecomedirectly relevant to contemporary problems
in the philosophyof science.
This was an awareness
not generallyshare
by his contemporariesand one that tends to set his work apart from
theirs. The four articleson the Medievalsare particularly noteworthy in
this respect,for the commonplacesof exposition would lead us to dismiss the thought of this period as unscientificand irrelevant to modern
science.McKeon, however,as we haveseen,finds an empiricistand experimentalisttemper in the Middle Ages, a recurrent pattern in the
opposed theories of elements in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
the origin of modern sciencein the encounter of Arabic and Latin

encyclopaediasin the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,and a paradigm
of pluralistic scientificinquiry in the work of Bonaventuraand Aquinas.
of the role of philosophicprinciplesin science,
McKeon'sawareness
of the plurality of such principles, and of the longer histories in which
of new possibilitiesfor inquiry'
they are manifest,leadsto an awareness
are exemplaryin the sense
to
science
relating
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"Aristotle and the Origins of Sciencein the West" showshow the history of a thinker's influencedependson the principlesof the historian; the
same might be shown for the history of the influence of any thinker.
"Medicine and Philosophyin the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries:The
Problem of Elements" discoversa characteristicpattern in the theories
of elementsin one phaseof the cycle of generalselections;other phasedependentpatternsmight be found. "Processand Function" showshow
philosophy and sciencecan complementeachother in their treatment of
two basic concepts,processand function; the samemight be done for
other basicconcepts.'Hegel's Conceptionof Matter" distinguishesfour
are for the sysmeaningsof "matter" and askswhat their consequences
tems of philosophS the methodsof philosophy and science,and the interpretation of physicallaws; the samemight be done for other concepts.
"spinoza on the Rainbow and on Probability" is a contribution to the
history of sciencecentering on two scientific documentsattributed to
Spinoza;the samekind of contribution to history might be made by centering on the scientific documents of other authors. "Scientific and
Philosophic Revolutions" treats the relationship between philosophy
and scienceduring a hundred-yearperiod in terms of problemsrather
than positions;the samesort of history might be written for other periods or other subiects."Time and Temporality" works out a pattern of
relatedto time and temporality;the samesort of pattern
commonplaces
of commonplaces might be worked out for other concepts. "The
Organizationsof the Scienceand the Relations of Cultures in the
Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries" examinesthe relations of Arabic and
Latin culturesthrough their respectiveorganizationsof the sciences;the
samemight be done for other relationsof cultures."Philosophyand
Theology, History and Sciencein the Thought of Bonaventura and
Aquinas" treats the differencesbetweenthesefwo thinkers by meansof
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commonplaces of inquiry rather rhan commonplaces of exposition; the
same might be done fbr the differences between other thinkers.
McKeon's presentation of his philosophy of sciencein diverse, independent articles rather than as a completed system thus servesto open
up an enormous range of new possibilities for inquiry. A completed sys
tem, on the other hand, precisely in the respect in which it is complete,
closesoff rather than opens up possibilities of inquiry. McKeon is a great
innovator rather than a systematizer, and his influence will be seen not
in a common doctrine adhered to by his followers, but in the many and
diverse ways in which his successorsmake use of his pioneering work.
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